CASE STUDY

FAN ENGAGEMENT AND DYNAMIC REWARDS SETTLEMENT
PARTICIPANT

BACKGROUND
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During the coronavirus pandemic, industries that thrive on real-life
interactions such as sport greatly suffered. To heighten the fan engagement
experience online, personalisation is critical to incentivising interactions.

The campaign was designed to improve upon four core areas:

A leading Indian Premier League sports franchise launched a rewards and
loyalty social media engagement programme. Leveraging ﬁrst-party data
from sports fans, spanning social media activities, merchandise, and ticket
purchases, the sports franchise looked to form a holistic, uniﬁed fan proﬁle
across multiple touch points, with the aim of increasing fan engagement
through accurate and relevant targeting.

AUTOMATION

Leveraging blockchain as a common
ledger with an end-to-end view of all
transactions taking place within the
loyalty management programme.

Implementing smart contracts to
automate the credit and debit
process of loyalty points.

PRODUCTIVITY
INCREASING ENGAGEMENT
Leveraging rewards to incentivise
fans in order to increase social
media engagement.

Variable testing was carried out across a sample of 105 fans, where two
segmented groups were rewarded with points based on their segment and
level of engagement.
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Validates user and
transaction type

CREDIT/DEBIT LOGIC

Eliminating redundancies in manual
reconciliation processes across
multiple data sources to provide a
uniﬁed single source of truth.
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